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Personality Disorder and Verbal Behavior

The central goal of psychological science, broadly defined, is to discover and
understand universal rules that govern our mental worlds — namely, our thoughts, feelings,
and behaviors. Social psychology, for example, explores how different social forces influence
a person’s emotional, cognitive, and behavioral processes. Educational psychology is
typically concerned with how people absorb, process, recall, and deploy new ideas and
information. The study of personality and individual differences, on the other hand, is geared
towards identifying, describing, and explaining the ways in which people differ from one
another. Why are some people highly motivated to learn new skills whereas others are not?
What causes some people to get anxious more easily than others? Why do some people run
into a burning building to save a life while everyone else runs away?
In most cases, the study of personality centres around normative differences that
typify important, but relatively “neutral”, variations between individuals. Whether a person
prefers reading books or going to parties, what we generally care about is understanding the
potential ways in which people differ, and how all of these possible “ways of differing”
contribute to each person’s unique psychological composition. When we talk about
personality dimensions like extraversion, for example, we implicitly acknowledge that most
people fall somewhere in the “meaty” part of the bell curve; very few people are extremely
extraverted or extremely introverted. Despite the fact that we often talk about personality as
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“either/or” types, psychologists quietly acknowledge that studying the relatively small
number of extreme cases in either direction (e.g., those statistically rare cases of
extraordinarily extraverted or introverted people) does not usually tell us much about how
most people function, psychologically.
Some areas of personality research, however, are focused precisely on these more
extreme variations between people; the people at the tail ends of the bell curve. When an
individual’s personality deviates from social norms to the point of causing personal and
interpersonal complications, we move into the territory of talking about pathological
personalities, or personality disorders. Personality disorders are typically defined as
pervasive patterns of maladaptive traits and behaviors, beginning in early adult life, which
lead to substantial personal distress or social dysfunction, or both, and disruption to others
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013). An adult who bursts into tears at the slightest
inconvenience, a person who desperately and excessively latches on to others, and a person
who sabotages all of their friendships due to envy all exhibit non-normative or extreme
behaviors. Importantly, these behaviors are likely to have seriously negative consequences in
their day-to-day lives: the emotionally fragile individual may unintentionally drive others
away, the socially desperate individual may end up with feelings of abandonment and
loneliness when rejected, and the saboteur may be subjected to serious social blowback.
Today, the development of new technologies means that there are many advanced
tools that can be used to improve our understanding of personality disorder, and, in turn, the
treatment of personality disorder. One particularly promising tool — indeed, the focus of this
chapter — is computerized language analysis. Through the exploration and analysis of verbal
behavior, it is possible to empirically develop new insights into personality disorder, broadly
defined. That is, by looking at patterns in the way that people with personality disorder use
language — the words that they use and the way in which they use them — we can gain
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access into their broad constellation of thinking, feelings, and behaviors, as well as how
precisely each of these features contributes to their pathology.
To date, however, there has been very little research at the intersection of verbal
behavior and personality pathology. Accordingly, the goal of this chapter is to describe and
discuss how personality disorder may become better understood through the application of
natural language analysis, providing a rough roadmap for the development of personality
disorder studies using modern methods. Specifically, in this chapter we will provide:
1. A brief background and overview of personality disorder;
2. An overview of how natural language processing (NLP) methods have
advanced understanding within the wider field of psychology, focusing on
personality psychology and psychopathology specifically;
3. Examples that demonstrate how NLP methods can help to resolve some of the
fundamental, unanswered questions and debates in the personality disorder
literature.

A (Very) Brief Overview of Personality Pathology
The idea of personality pathology has a long history, tracing back at least as far as 192
AD. The ancient Roman physician and philosopher Galen conceptualised four
“temperaments,” or personality types, on the basis of four bodily fluids known as the
Hippocratic humours. The four primary humours — blood, yellow bile, black bile, and
phlegm — were understood according to general cosmological theory, whereby they were
thought to be manifestations of four primary elements: air, fire, earth, and water. For
example, black bile (i.e., "melanchole") was thought to be a manifestation of earth,
characterised by coldness and dryness. An excess of “cold and dry” qualities were thought to
characterise depression, both metaphorically and literally, suggesting some form of
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association between the melanchole humour itself and depression (Stelmack & Stalikas,
1991).
In recent decades, personality disorders have received considerable scientific, clinical,
and societal attention (Tyrer et al., 2015), and are now among some of the most commonly
diagnosed psychological disorders. In a recent systematic review and meta-analysis
examining the global prevalence of personality disorder, a worldwide prevalence of 7.8% was
reported for personality disorder in the general population (Winsper et al., 2020). To put this
into context, the worldwide prevalence of anxiety disorders has been estimated to be 6.7%
(Steel et al., 2014) and schizophrenia less than 1% (Charlson et al., 2018). Prevalence rates of
personality disorders are even higher in clinical populations: around a quarter of all patients
in primary care, half of all patients in psychiatric outpatient settings, and two-thirds of
prisoners meet the diagnostic criteria for at least one personality disorder (Tyrer et al., 2015),
illustrating the high social and economic costs associated with personality disorder.
Valuably, greater empirical attention has led to improvements in our knowledge of
personality disorders. For instance, psychologists have begun to find that various types of
personality disorder all share some fundamental commonalities — for example, it is now
widely agreed that interpersonal and affective dysfunction are right at the core of personality
disorder (Wright & Simms, 2016). Specifically, people with personality disorder tend to
experience some combination of social difficulties (e.g., social withdrawal; fear of
abandonment), issues around their identity (e.g., being unsure of who they are as a person),
and emotional problems (e.g., extreme emotional fluctuations; shallow emotions).
Relatedly, like most forms of psychopathology, personality disorders are almost
universally typified by problematic behavior. We all regularly engage in behaviors to cope
with or regulate our thoughts and feelings, such as exercising or listening to music. However,
we sometimes adopt problematic self-regulatory behaviors that are harmful to ourselves
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and/or others — we may pick a fight with our spouse or overeat when feeling overwhelmed
by stress from our job, for example. Such behaviors are known as maladaptive regulatory
behaviors and are seen at elevated rates (and in more extreme forms) in people with
personality disorder. For instance, self-injurious behavior (such as intentionally cutting
oneself) is an example of a maladaptive regulatory behavior particularly common among
people with personality disorder, in which this behavior is often undertaken in an attempt to
deal with or relieve feelings of intense negative emotion (e.g., Buckholdt et al., 2015). One
explanation as to why people with personality disorder engage in maladaptive regulatory
behaviors at an elevated rate is that these behaviors could be an attempt to manage the
emotional dysregulation that they experience (Carpenter & Trull, 2013). Further, it is likely
that people suffering from personality pathology have exhausted other options for relief from
their emotions.
Personality disorder is also associated with greatly elevated threats to well-being, such
as increased rates of aggression, physical ailments, and death by suicide (Frankenburg &
Zanarini, 2004; Gilbert et al., 2013; Schneider et al., 2008). Concerns over the well-being and
life outcomes of people with personality disorder are further amplified by the fact that
personality disorders have historically been notoriously difficult to treat — medications are
generally ineffective for managing social and identity problems, and individuals with
personality disorder are sometimes resistant to therapy (Gabbard, 2012), with more than one
third of people with personality disorder dropping out of treatment prematurely (McMurran et
al., 2010). Thus, individuals with personality disorder are at a particularly high risk for
negative outcomes.
Despite advances in characterizing the etiology of personality disorder development
and manifestation over time (e.g., Winsper, 2018), there remains much to be uncovered
regarding the underlying structure and manifestation of the disorder and the provision of
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effective treatment. Given the high risk and high prevalence, more empirical research driven
towards developing a greater understanding of personality disorder is essential. Such
advances in knowledge would crucially inform clinical practice and, in turn, would benefit
those with lived experience of personality disorder, their family and carers, and wider society
(Barr et al., 2020). Valuably, natural language analysis is one technique that has the potential
to improve our understanding of personality disorder.

Psychology and Language
Verbal behavior analysis has a long history in psychology, particularly in
understanding personality and psychopathology. Given that personality disorder rests at the
intersection of personality and psychopathology, it is instructive to consider how NLP is
often applied to each respective area individually. If NLP methods can help to improve our
understanding of both personality and psychopathology individually, we are optimistic that
these methods will be critical tools in helping us to better understand personality disorder as
well.

Language Analysis and Personality
Personality psychology has strong roots in the study of language. Indeed, much of our
current knowledge surrounding personality dimensions descends directly from the “lexical
approach” to individual differences. Briefly described, the lexical approach to understanding
personality and personality structure is based on the assumption that meaningful individual
differences will naturally become encoded in the ways in which we describe ourselves and
others — our words. Put another way, the lexical approach to personality generally assumes
that humans naturally evaluate what makes each person different from one another, and that
we logically use words to express, understand, and convey those interpersonal differences
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that are psychosocially important. The lexical hypothesis has been elaborated on by several
personality researchers, including the reduction of trait descriptors down to the most “central”
dimensions of personality (Allport, 1937; Cattell, 1943; John et al., 1988).
Whereas the lexical hypothesis is often used to describe how patterns in language can
inform our understanding of personality in the broadest terms, a sizeable body of research has
demonstrated that individual patterns of language use can also be psychologically revealing.
Rather than mapping out the structure of personality from Webster’s dictionary, the
idiosyncratic ways in which a given person speaks, writes, and types have been shown to
reveal what a person pays attention to in the world around them or, put simply, their
“attentional habits” (see Boyd & Schwartz, 2021). For example, we expect that — by
definition — extraverts will attend more to their social environments than introverts; indeed,
there is considerable evidence to date that extraverts use relatively high rates of social words
(e.g., “friend,” “family,” and “people”) when compared to introverts (Mairesse et al., 2007).
Similarly, people with insecure attachment styles have been found to attend more to
themselves as individuals and attend less to themselves in connection with others, as
evidenced by higher rates of 1st person singular pronouns, or “I-words”, and lower rates of 1st
person plural pronouns, or “we-words” (Dunlop et al., 2020).
Imagine two people who go out to dinner with a group of mutual acquaintances. Both
individuals go through similar behaviors: they each take a shower, get dressed, drive to the
restaurant, order a meal, eat, socialize, and return home. However, when asked “What did
you do last night?”, each person answers the question differently. The first person, Nathan,
says “I went to a restaurant and got myself some dinner.” The second person, Colin, says “All
of us met up at a restaurant and enjoyed a lovely meal with friends.” There is a world of
difference, psychologically speaking, between Nathan and Colin; the two sentences not only
have different meaning in the literal, linguistic sense, but they also provide a logical route to
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each person’s subjective thoughts and experience of the event. For instance, Nathan’s
statement is self-focused and relatively neutral, telling us that he is likely to be far less
socially connected than Colin. These differences are both subtle and striking at the same time.
Colin’s use of we-words (“us”) and social words (“friends”) can be easily detected by a
computer program, despite the fact that the program will have no idea what either sentence
actually means. In turn, this means that even the simplest computer programs can be used to
take a person’s language and convert it into measures of their attentional patterns and,
consequently, their psychological traits.
Importantly, the use of language analysis has provided unique insights into
personality theories that would otherwise have been difficult to capture through traditional
assessment methods. To illustrate how NLP methods have helped to improve understanding
of personality, two examples of important lessons we have learned using language analysis
include: 1) core dimensions of personality can be traced in language, and 2) how the core
personality components fit together to “form” one’s personality and how these components
operate in the real-world.
Lesson 1: Dimensions of Personality can be Traced in Language
The use of natural language analysis has revealed new and interesting dimensions of
personality that have not been possible to uncover from traditional methods. For example,
insightful early research was conducted by Pennebaker and King (1999), which involved
conducting factor analysis on linguistic features derived from natural language data; namely,
from student essays. From the language factors generated, core dimensions of personality, or
“thinking-styles”, were revealed to be reflected in language. Valuably, this uncovered the
possibility of construing personality at an individual level in terms of the language a person
uses, demonstrating how language can be used to gain insight into the underlying structure of
personality.
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Building on this further, a recent study used language from social media posts to
develop a new structural model of personality (Kulkarni et al., 2018). In this study, factor
analysis was used to derive a trait model based on everyday language; analysing people’s
words to infer their psychological traits. From this, it was made clear that, perhaps
unsurprisingly, different people tend to talk in different ways. These various “dimensions of
language” can be thought of as different “dimensions of thinking”, which predicted important
outcomes, such as intelligence and socioeconomic status. Interestingly, the trait model
generated from language differed considerably from the traditional Big 5 personality model.
The language-derived trait model therefore allowed for previously unknown insights into the
underlying structure of personality, in that it helped to uncover personality dimensions from a
new angle. Moreover, this trait model was able to compete with the Big 5 model in terms of
generalisability and stability of factors, and was found to have test-retest reliability,
predictive validity, and face validity. Thus, this indicates the potential of using NLP methods
to learn about the core components and structure of personality in a way that supersedes
traditional psychometric approaches, allowing for new contributions to existing personality
theories.
Lesson 2: Language Analysis Reveals How Personality Components Operate in the RealWorld
To date, there has been an impressively large body of research working to map out the
underlying structure of personality (Digman, 1990; Eysenck, 1991). However, much of the
goal of personality research is to understand how personality operates in the real world and
influences a person’s actual behavior — that is, we are often interested in not just the “form”
of personality, but the “function” of personality for the individual. The analysis of natural
language can provide insight in this respect. For example, extraversion has been associated
with greater words spoken and more social language, and this pattern of verbal behavior was
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also associated with nonverbal social behavior, such as spending more time on the phone and
around other people (Tackman et al., in press). The use of language as a behavioral measure
of a person's psychology demonstrates the possibility of gaining new insights into what
personality looks like and how it impacts on a person’s actual behavior from a new
perspective, revealing interesting interactions between personality and real-life situations not
seen before.
In addition, NLP methods have the potential to detect individual differences in the
real-world with greater accuracy than traditional self-report methods. That is, research
incorporating NLP methods can overcome some of the systematic biases associated with selfreports — particularly self-enhancement biases — to uncover meaningful individual
differences in psychological well-being (Wojcik et al., 2015). In fact, the conclusion from
studies with findings based on self-reports — that political conservatives have greater
happiness and psychological well-being than political liberals (Onraet et al., 2013) — was
directly contradicted by compelling findings derived from behavioral measures. Contrary to
questionnaire-based findings, the analysis of verbal and nonverbal behavior revealed that
liberals in fact experience and express greater happiness than conservatives, evidenced by
behavioral indicators such as more intense and genuine smiles and higher rates of positive
emotion language (Wojcik et al., 2015). Conservatives report being happier on a
questionnaire, but their actual behavior does not support this, suggesting that the
questionnaire findings were at least partially driven by self-enhancement motives,
highlighting the limitations of relying on self-report measures alone to study individual
differences.

Language Analysis and Psychopathology
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Research on psychopathology is, in many ways, historically interwoven with the idea
that our words reflect some of our deepest thoughts, feelings, and behaviors, often
unconsciously. For instance, Freud viewed language as a pathway to studying the
unconscious forces at work in our minds, and he focused a considerable amount of his life on
understanding verbal behavior. In his early work, Freud (1891) proposed a theory of
language, whereby he discussed its nature in relation to thought and consciousness and its
origins as an instrument of social communication. He also specifically associated language
with psychosis, suggesting that dysfunction in word-presentation association processes was
the underlying cause of incoherent speech in people with psychosis (Freud, 1915).
In more recent years, psychodynamic thinking remained closely tied to the study of
language as a way to understand and explain psychological disorders. Colin Martindale
(1975a), for example, proposed that cognition occurs along a continuum, ranging from
regressed (unconscious, primary-process) to conscious (secondary-process) thought.
Martindale (1975a), like many others of his time, believed that psychopathology (including
personality pathology) was a consequence of being in a state of regressed thought and
language. From this perspective, people experiencing psychopathology were thought to be
“stuck” at an unconscious level of thought, focused solely on primary drives (e.g., sexual
drives) and lacking higher level cognitive processes, such as insight and self-awareness, and
this cognitive state was believed to be directly visible in a person’s language.
Relatedly, in the field of psychotherapy process-outcome research, early pioneering
work considered language analysis as a potent methodological tool. For example,
Mergenthaler and Kächele (1988) reported on establishing a “computerized databank” to
store, organise, and analyze a large volume of verbatim transcripts of psychotherapy sessions.
More recently, at the turn of the new millennium, the development of the computerized
Gottschalk-Gleser content analysis method (Gottschalk, 2000) facilitated measurement of a
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magnitude of psychobiological states and traits, such as anxiety and hostility, from the
content analysis of verbal behavior. Importantly, computerized methods for quantifying
verbal behavior were able to overcome the high demands of manual application, such as
significant training requirements and time-intensive hand scoring of transcripts. Such early
research incorporating language analysis methods generated a burgeoning interest in the use
of modern NLP methods to better manage the complexities of psychotherapeutic processes
and better understand treatment outcomes (Pace et al., 2016).
With the rise of personal computing, social media, and smart technology, there has
been a recent surge of empirical research incorporating NLP methods to study and understand
psychopathology. Much like research on personality, language analysis can help us to
understand psychopathology by providing implicit and unobtrusive insight into the core
underlying psychology, motivations, and behaviors of people with psychological disorders,
allowing for greater understanding of the true nature of such disorders.
Parallel to our examples above, we will briefly illustrate how NLP methods can help
to grow our understanding of psychopathology, broadly defined. Namely, we again highlight
lessons from NLP research that 1) have helped to pinpoint the nature and structure of
psychological disorders, and 2) demonstrate the ability of natural language data to
unobtrusively measure and track the progression of psychopathology over time.
Lesson 1: Language Analysis Allows Insight into the Nature and Structure of
Psychological Disorders
Perhaps the most consistent and exemplary finding in clinical NLP research to date is
that people with depression tend to use language differently than those without depression,
reflecting a generally different social and attentional orientation. Across dozens of studies,
individuals with depression are consistently found to use 1st person singular pronouns — that
is, self-referential words such as I, me, and my — at relatively high rates, indicating
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something of an excessive self-focus or an inability to “get out of their own heads” (e.g.,
Edwards & Holtzman, 2017; Sonnenschein et al., 2018; Zimmermann et al., 2017).
Additional work has helped to extend the nomological network surrounding
depression, allowing for better and more accurate typification of the disorder. For example,
research exploring the language of individuals suffering from depression finds that they are
more prone to“all-or-nothing” thinking, as evidenced by relatively high use of “absolutist”
language, such as “always” and “never” (Al-Mosaiwi & Johnstone, 2018), and use language
indicative of greater cognitive load (e.g., “think”, “ought”; Eichstaedt et al., 2018). Thus, the
analysis of language has allowed for valuable insights into the underlying nature of
depression, in that it has revealed that self-focus is in fact a consistent, trait-like characteristic
of depression, rather than simply a small feature of depression that is only sometimes present.
Ideally, this knowledge will improve treatment through providing a target for clinical
interventions.
In the domain of psychotic disorders, language analysis has also helped to improve
our understanding of the nature of schizophrenia. Schizophrenia is primarily characterized by
psychotic symptoms (e.g., hallucinations, delusions), including externalizing biases and
paranoid thinking, as well as interpersonal dysfunction and disorganized speech and behavior
(APA, 2013). Interestingly, these clinical characteristics can generally be found in language.
In particular, people with schizophrenia will often use considerably more external references
(i.e., 3rd person plural pronouns, such as “they”) in their language compared to the general
population (Coppersmith et al., 2015; Fineberg et al., 2015; Lyons et al., 2018). This aligns
with the core clinical features of schizophrenia — specifically, the interpersonal dysfunction,
externalising biases, and paranoid thinking components — suggesting that elevated use of 3rd
person pronouns might be a useful indicator of the disorder.
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Furthermore, NLP research has also uncovered markers of mental distress in people
with schizophrenia, with associations found between schizophrenia and greater use of healthrelated words, negative emotion words, and 1st person singular pronouns (Zomick et al.,
2019). The finding of the relatively high use of health-related words among people with
schizophrenia is particularly interesting as this provides new insights into the nature of the
disorder, in that excessive focus on health may be a central component of schizophrenia, a
notion that has not yet been theoretically established.
Lesson 2: Language can Assist with Measuring and Tracking Psychopathology Over Time
Accurate assessment and monitoring of psychological disorders is necessary for
informing appropriate diagnosis and treatment. Inaccurate measurement of a disorder can
have profoundly negative consequences and has the potential to result in life changing
outcomes for the people affected. For example, misdiagnosis of bipolar disorder has resulted
in delays in the provision of appropriate treatment, subsequently leading to increased risk and
negative outcomes for those affected, such as increased suicide risk, length of hospitalization,
and social impairment (Altamura et al., 2015). The ability to measure and track
psychopathology also allows for the evaluation of clinical treatments, by monitoring
individual responses to treatment in real-time, and so it plays a vital role in the development
of effective, individualized treatments. Moreover, it is essential that psychological disorders
can be accurately and unobtrusively monitored so that it is possible to observe how a given
disorder manifests over time, which would provide insight into the developmental trajectory
of a psychological disorder. Vitally, NLP methods have the potential to make important
contributions to both the measurement and tracking of psychopathology over time.
To date, numerous studies have used linguistic markers to detect and track changes in
psychopathology. For instance, through measuring linguistic markers of mental distress (e.g.,
1st person singular pronouns, negative emotion words) and observing changes in these
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patterns over time, studies have been able to measure and observe changes in general
psychological well-being and mental distress at a large-scale (e.g., Bagroy et al., 2017;
Guntuku et al., 2020). Specifically, in one study, a machine-learning model built on social
media data could detect mental health expressions (i.e., words and phrases related to mental
health) with 97% accuracy, which resulted in the development of a “Mental Well-being
Index” (Bagroy et al., 2017). Vitally, this index was able to predict the prevalence of mental
health issues across different universities.
Importantly, the ability to detect the presence of psychopathology through language
means that linguistic features could be used alongside other, more traditional measures in the
assessment of psychological disorders, providing an unobtrusive and implicit contribution to
the measurement of psychopathology. For example, reliable linguistic markers of mental
distress (e.g., 1st person singular pronouns) could be incorporated as additional outcome
measures, alongside other clinical outcome measures (e.g., self-report mental health
measures, clinician-rated measures), in the assessment of general mental distress in people
undergoing a psychological therapy, to evaluate the effectiveness of such therapy.
Moreover, language has been used to monitor specific psychological disorders. This
has consistently been demonstrated with depression (e.g., Dean & Boyd, 2020; Schwartz et
al., 2014; Park & Conway, 2017), whereby changes in depressive states have been
successfully measured through language. Relatedly, changes in suicidal ideation can also be
precisely detected and measured through language (e.g., De Choudhury et al., 2016; MaKellams et al., 2016). Specifically, in one study, through measuring changes in language on
social media, it was possible to predict with high accuracy whether a given person would
make a post on an online suicide help forum, which is a strong indicator of suicidal ideation
(De Choudhury et al., 2016). The ability to detect depression and suicidal ideation through
language has obvious clinical implications: when detected, clinical interventions can be
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provided to try to address such depressive symptoms and suicidal thoughts before they
worsen.
Similarly, language has been used to measure changes in psychotic symptoms.
Through the examination of changes in language used in social media posts, research has
been able to measure and predict changes in psychotic symptoms, such as the occurrence of
delusions and hallucinations (Birnbaum et al., 2019). Most importantly, this research also
revealed the possibility of identifying early warning signs of psychotic relapse through
linguistic and behavioral markers. Specifically, increased use of negative emotion words,
swear words, death words, and 1st and 2nd person pronouns were strong predictors of
psychotic relapse. A machine learning model developed from linguistic and behavioral
features identified in the study was able to predict psychotic relapse with 71% accuracy.
Importantly, this ability to accurately detect and monitor psychopathology means that
individualized clinical interventions can be provided in a timely manner.

Personality Disorder and Language Analysis
Today’s automated language analysis methods have made it possible, and very
accessible, to conduct large-scale, objective linguistic analyses to gain insight into people’s
underlying psychological and personality processes. However, what is peculiar is that, despite
the success of NLP methods in the fields of psychopathology and personality psychology
individually, these areas of research have not been brought together in a general, formalized
way. This lack of unification across disciplines is particularly strange given the relatedness
and intertwining nature of psychopathology and personality psychology. Right at the core of
the intersection of personality and psychopathology are personality disorders (see Figure 1).

[Insert Figure 1 Here]
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Compared to psychopathology and personality research, the use of computational
language analysis in the study of personality disorder is much more rare. If we can conduct
insightful personality and psychopathology research using NLP methods, we should be able
to conduct insightful personality disorder research using the same approaches, given the high
degree of interconnectedness across each area. Accordingly, the remainder of the chapter will
integrate core ideas at the personality–language intersection with those at the
psychopathology–language intersection, providing views and recommendations for how we
can begin to fill the major gaps in knowledge in this area.

Using Language Analysis to Understand Personality Disorder
As in personality and psychopathology research, language analysis methods have the
potential to help to improve our understanding of personality disorder, which, in turn, would
have positive implications on the treatment of personality disorder. Specifically, we can use
NLP methods to help to shed light on the answers to some of the major open questions and
debates in the personality disorder literature. In particular, two large, frequently debated
topics in the personality disorder literature surround the assessment of personality disorder
and the developmental trajectory of personality disorder across the lifespan. Accordingly, we
will discuss and provide examples describing how language analysis can insightfully
contribute to these debates.

How Should We Assess Personality Disorder?
How personality disorders should be assessed is heavily debated (see Kim & Tyrer,
2010), particularly in terms of the measurement, assessment, and classification procedures.
This topic is especially important given that the assessment and classification of personality
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disorder directly impacts on treatment decisions: an individual can only be provided with
appropriate treatment for an affliction when it has been accurately determined what affliction
treatment needs to be provided for. If the assessment and diagnosis procedure fail to
accurately identify a person as having a personality disorder, the opportunity to provide
appropriate and essential treatment in a timely manner may be missed.
How is Personality Disorder Currently Assessed?
Personality disorder diagnosis typically involves multiple clinical assessments
through structured interviews, in which a clinician asks about a person’s life, feelings,
thoughts, and behaviors, along with self-report and observer-report (i.e., reports from other
people who are not being assessed, such as family or friends) measures to assess the quantity
and severity of personality disorder features. Clinical observations of how a person behaves
and examinations of psychiatric history and medical records (e.g., previous hospitalizations)
are also sometimes carried out as part of the assessment procedure. Such assessment methods
are currently used to measure and classify distinct personality disorders (e.g., borderline
personality disorder) based on clinical features specific to a given personality disorder.
To illustrate the personality disorder diagnostic procedure, imagine a woman named
Lucy. Lucy has recently become an inpatient in a psychiatric hospital due to intense suicidal
ideation. After having discussions with Lucy about her mental health and past experiences,
and after examining her clinical history and observations from clinical staff, the psychiatrist
responsible for Lucy’s care suspected that she might have a personality disorder. To
investigate the possibility that Lucy does indeed have a personality disorder, the responsible
clinician decides to carry out a clinical interview using a personality disorder assessment
measure, which assesses Lucy’s personality disorder symptoms (e.g., impulsivity, self-harm)
based on diagnostic criteria. From this assessment, and taking into account Lucy’s clinical
notes and clinical history, the clinician concluded that Lucy does in fact meet the criteria for
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personality disorder — specifically, borderline personality disorder — resulting in a formal
diagnosis being provided.
Diagnosis of personality disorders are undertaken on the basis of specified diagnostic
criteria outlined within diagnostic classification manuals of psychological disorders.
Currently, there are two dominant systems: The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM) and the International Classification of Diseases (ICD). In the latest version
of the DSM — the DSM-5 — ten distinct personality disorders were outlined and categorized
into three clusters, based on shared characteristics (e.g., anxiety, dependency on others, fear
of abandonment). Notably, however, the typological approach to personality disorder
classification and the underlying structure of personality disorder presented in the DSM is
strongly debated. Such debates are primarily a result of most people now coming to
understand that individuals generally do not fit into clear categories or types (e.g., Wilmot et
al., 2019), as presented in the DSM. In recent years, many have argued for a major change in
the entire DSM classification system (e.g., Clark et al., 2017; Newson et al., 2020).
Consequently, in the latest version of the ICD — the ICD-11 — major changes have
been outlined regarding personality disorder classification, which are set to come into effect
in 2022. The ICD-11 has completely shifted from the traditional typological approach to
personality disorder classification (i.e., classification based on the quantity of disorder-related
symptoms and behaviors that reach a particular threshold) and instead adopted a dimensional,
trait-based approach (i.e., along a continuum of normal-abnormal personality). In this
approach, distinct personality disorders are not outlined — meaning that a person would not
be classified with a discrete disorder, such as “antisocial personality disorder”. Instead, the
focus is on core personality dysfunction and global level of severity, with the ability to
classify personality disorders across three levels of severity (i.e., “mild”, “moderate”,
“severe”). The diagnostic criteria for personality disorder diagnosis is based on a global
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evaluation of personality functioning, in comparison to arbitrary symptom thresholds.
Personality disorder severity assessment is dependent on the overall degree to which
personality dysfunction causes disturbances in relation to aspects of the self, interpersonal
relationships, affect, cognition, and behavior. An individual with a “severe” personality
disorder, for example, might have strong suicidal tendencies and regularly act aggressively
towards themselves and others, whereas an individual with a “mild” personality disorder may
regularly experience intense mood swings and have a fear of abandonment, but may not act
on their negative thoughts.
Discrepancies between the two major psychological disorder diagnostic systems in
how personality disorders should be classified exemplifies how little we really know about
personality disorder. Moreover, although the ICD approach to personality disorder
classification is a move in the right direction, there are still concerns regarding the way in
which personality disorders are typically assessed; that is, with a heavy reliance on self-report
measures. One important flaw in this regard surrounds the biases that accompany self-report
measures, such as social desirability bias and other self-serving biases. Most individuals are
motivated to view and present themselves in a positive light, which results in skewed
responding to self-reports about problematic and clinically meaningful (but socially
undesirable) thoughts, feelings, and behaviors. People may also lack insight into their own
thoughts and feelings to allow accurate reporting on a psychological questionnaire or in a
clinical interview. Self-report biases are of particular importance in clinical research, as if
people are not reporting their symptoms accurately, it could lead to misdiagnosis and
inappropriate treatment.
In addition to the issues that typically accompany self-report measures as a result of
the questionnaire-takers, there are also issues surrounding the design of self-report measures
as a result of the questionnaire-makers. A self-report questionnaire can only capture what we
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ask it to measure. It would be difficult to discern that a person is engaging in self-harm
behavior if we only ask them about their exercise regimen, for example. Thus, it is important
that we are not only aware of what it is that we want to learn from a given measure, but also
that we create and deploy measures that allow participants to tell us information that we
might need but may never have thought to ask.
How Can Language Analysis Assist with Personality Disorder Assessment?
The analysis of natural language has the potential to improve the personality disorder
assessment procedure; predominantly resulting from the ability to measure various
psychological and personality constructs through language. By looking at people’s word use
and sentence structure, as illustrated with the examples of the lessons learned from NLP
research discussed earlier, we can measure broadly defined emotions, thoughts, and
motivations. For example, NLP methods can describe a person’s current emotional state
(Park & Conway, 2017), core values (Boyd et al., 2015), and cognitive processes (Khawaja et
al., 2014).
There is a vast amount of evidence showing the potential of making precise
psychological measurements by analyzing natural language (e.g., Golbeck, 2016; Hall &
Caton, 2017; Yarkoni, 2010). Consequently, it is possible to concurrently measure a wide
range of psychological and personality constructs using NLP methods. The ability to measure
various psychological and personality constructs all at once allows for a greater
understanding of how such constructs are related to one another, and so can provide detailed
insight into the structure of one’s underlying psychology. Therefore, analysis of the language
of people with personality disorder should help to provide insight into the composition and
structure of personality disorder. For example, if we find that people with personality
disorder who are particularly high in impulsivity always express a substantial amount of
emotion in their language, this would provide insight into how two main components of
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personality disorder — impulsivity and affective dysfunction — interact with one another and
influence a person’s coping behaviors within and across situations.
Understanding the Structure of Personality Disorder
If language analysis can facilitate a more refined knowledge of the structure of
personality disorder, it should be possible to improve the assessment of personality disorder
as well. Through language analysis, it is possible to uncover central components of
personality disorder. For example, if we find that people with personality disorder
consistently use language indicative of disconnection from others, such as relatively few “wewords” and relatively high rates of “I-words” and “they-words”, this would reveal that a
critical feature of the interpersonal dysfunction underlying personality disorder is a
fundamental view of oneself as disconnected from others.
Greater understanding of the core components of personality disorder and how they
operate would have implications for treatment, as such detailed understanding of core
personality disorder components would allow for these components to be a central focus in
clinical practice. For example, if the analysis of language provides insight that identity
problems arise from an interaction between the formulation of self-concept and aspects of
interpersonal dysfunction, this would allow for the development of targeted interventions in
clinical practice. Through the computational analysis of the words that people use (and do not
use) in close proximity to self-references, then, we may be able to find important, precise
aspects of an individual’s self-schema that would benefit from further development or
restructuring.
Moreover, improved understanding of the underlying structure of personality disorder
could feed into the future development of self-report measures in assessing personality
disorder, thereby improving the validity of such measures by ensuring that they measure what
they are supposed to measure (i.e., core personality disorder features). For example, if the
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analysis of autobiographical narrative text finds that “early romantic frustrations” are a
prevalent theme among individuals with personality disorder, this information can be adapted
into a more straightforward self-report format, addressing the above-mentioned issues
surrounding whether we are “asking the right questions”. Additionally, insight into the
structure of personality disorders should help to improve the classification procedure by
helping to understand whether there are clearly distinct personality disorders with separate
underlying processes (i.e., the typological approach), or whether they all have the same
underlying processes with slight variations in traits (i.e., the dimensional approach), or
potentially some combination of the two.
Definitions of the underlying structure and composition of personality disorder are
frequently debated, which is primarily a consequence of highly inconsistent findings across
research programs (Wright & Zimmermann, 2015). For instance, there are still no definitive
answers as to what, and how many, core factors comprise personality disorders, or how core
factors (e.g., negative affect, interpersonal dysfunction) vary across different types of
personality disorder. Stemming from these unanswered questions surrounding the structure of
personality disorders, there remains major debates around whether personality disorders are
typological or dimensional by nature. And, although many are now moving in favor of the
dimensional model, it is not yet known whether the ICD-11 captures this sufficiently.
At present, research has attempted to answer questions around the structure of
personality disorders by conducting factor analyses to evaluate models of the factors, or
processes, underlying personality disorders (Wright, 2017). This typically involves applying
factor analytic techniques (i.e., looking at patterns of covariation in measurable behaviors to
identify factors) to personality disorder diagnosis criteria (e.g., Wright et al., 2015) and
specific personality disorder symptoms and features (e.g., Trull et al., 2012) to determine the
underlying factorial structure of personality disorders. However, despite the many valuable
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insights that factor analysis methods have provided regarding the structure of personality
disorder, there is still no consensus on how exactly personality disorders are structured.
Accordingly, through the use of NLP methods, there are several ways in which we
can improve understanding of the underlying structure and composition of personality
disorder. For instance, because words reflect attention (Boyd et al., 2019), it is possible to
implicitly see what a person is attending to every time they speak or write. If we can use
language to measure many different things that a person is paying attention to, this would
allow access to a substantial amount of insightful information about the person, which would
take a considerably long time to obtain from a self-report questionnaire and would be sorely
lacking in objectivity. In the context of personality disorder, if a person is found (through
language analysis) to be paying considerable attention to goal attainment, for example, and
negative affect also becomes extremely salient almost always simultaneous to when attending
to such goals, this would highlight a critical interaction between the motivational and
affective dysfunction components of personality disorder.
The ability to extract a large amount of meaningful information regarding people’s
attentional patterns and personality traits from a small amount of language data, such as a
social media post, means that language data could be incorporated into factor analyses and
complement self-report data in attempting to determine the central factors and processes
underlying personality disorder. Complementing self-report data with natural language data
will also help to overcome some of the issues associated with self-report measures, as the
person will generally not be aware that they are being assessed through their language,
reducing the likelihood of biased data.
The potential of language analysis methods to provide insight into the underlying
structure and composition of personality disorder can be seen from the examples of the
lessons learned from language analysis in general personality research (e.g., Kulkarni et al.,
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2018; Pennebaker & King, 1999; Yarkoni, 2010). The success of language analysis methods
in helping to explore and understand the structure of personality demonstrates that it is very
possible to do the same with personality disorder, given that the approach would be no
different. Additionally, there has in fact been some research that has touched upon the idea of
using language analysis to try to understand the structure of personality disorders. Such
research has primarily been conducted on what are known to be “dark” personalities, such as
psychopathic and narcissistic personalities. For example, language analysis studies have been
conducted that have revealed linguistic markers of features, or subfactors, of psychopathy
(e.g., callousness; Hancock et al., 2018). Importantly, this demonstrates how personality
disorder features can be uniquely and implicitly measured through language and how it is
possible to use language to differentiate between specific factors and processes that underlie
personality disorders.
It is therefore clear that there is potential to use language analysis methods to gain
insight into the underlying structure and composition of personality disorders. Consequently,
this would help to improve the accuracy of the assessment and classification of personality
disorders, given that it needs to be known what exactly comprises a personality disorder
before it can be accurately assessed and classified. Importantly, accurate assessment means
accurate diagnosis, which means more appropriate and potentially more effective treatment.
Additionally, once it is possible to diagnose someone accurately — not just with what
personality disorder they have, but what specific nuances of problems across domains are
present (e.g., social, affective, cognitive, etc.) — this would allow intervention to be better
targeted, in a more individualized and personalized way.
Improving the Treatment of Personality Disorder
We have discussed how language analysis can indirectly impact the treatment of
personality disorder — through providing insight into the structure of personality disorder
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and improving assessment and classification procedures — but it is also important to discuss
how language analysis may directly inform improved personality disorder treatment.
Improvements in the treatment of personality disorder is essential as further research is
needed to support the efficacy of personality disorder treatments currently available
(Bateman et al., 2015). While several studies suggest that psychotherapy is an effective
treatment option for borderline personality disorder (Cristea et al., 2017), there is relatively
sparse evidence for others, such as antisocial personality disorder (Gibbon et al., 2020). Thus,
there in a vital need for improvements in research studying treatments for personality
disorder.
Traditionally, treatments for personality disorder (or any clinical condition), whether
pharmaceutical or psychotherapeutic, are evaluated through randomized controlled trials
(RCTs), otherwise known as clinical trials. Generally speaking, clinical trials involve
randomly assigning people to one of two or more conditions, one of which will be a control
condition (i.e., not the treatment intervention) and at least one other will be the treatment
condition. To evaluate the effectiveness of treatment, baseline outcome measures (e.g.,
general psychological functioning; symptoms) are assessed before the intervention and again
after the intervention, usually with multiple follow-up assessments. These assessments are
then compared before and after the intervention and between conditions, allowing for
empirical evaluation of the treatment. The RCT approach is seen as the “gold standard” for
evaluating the effectiveness of a clinical treatment.
Despite the fact that clinical trials should be the gold standard for evaluating clinical
treatments, they are often not conducted according to the standard necessary — that is, in
accordance with the guidance on things like appropriate sample size and follow-up length.
Regarding personality disorder treatment specifically, one particular issue surrounds the
outcome measures used to assess personality disorder treatment, as they are surprisingly
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inconsistent, varied, and often do not measure the same constructs (Bateman et al., 2015),
making comparisons between findings difficult. The issue surrounding personality disorder
treatment measurement again illustrates our current shortcomings in knowledge around
exactly which aspects of personality disorder should improve with treatment and indicates the
importance of incorporating new approaches to improve the research evaluating treatments of
personality disorder.
With advances in technology (e.g., smartphone sensors), there has been a major
uptake in using innovative approaches to monitor psychopathology in the real world (e.g.,
Ben-Zeev et al., 2015; Seppala et al., 2019; Shatte et al., 2019). Put another way, much
attention in clinical research is now being directed towards using technology to observe
people’s responses to treatment in real-time, outside of therapeutic settings (i.e., in people’s
natural environments). Accordingly, this is where natural language data fits in. It is possible
to monitor the verbal behavior of people with personality disorder throughout the course of
treatment, measuring changes in their underlying psychology, emotions, and motivations in
response to treatment in real-time. Importantly, this can be done alongside clinical trials,
using linguistic features as complementary outcome measures, thereby strengthening the
outcome measures currently used in personality disorder research.
The possibility of using natural language data to monitor changes in psychology and
mental health over time among people receiving clinical treatment has been well evidenced
(e.g., Arevian et al., 2020), and so could be fruitfully applied to clinical personality disorder
research. For instance, natural language data could be used to measure psychotherapeutic
change in people with personality disorder in response to treatment, which has in fact been
explored already (Arntz et al., 2012). Valuably, this exemplifies how linguistic outcome
measures could complement other traditional outcome measures of treatment effectiveness
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for personality disorders, providing an implicit measure of current mental state and
psychological progress.
As well as utilising natural language measures to investigate outcomes over the course
of psychological treatment, a closely linked opportunity for future NLP personality disorder
research concerns prediction of treatment outcomes. To illustrate an example of how
language analysis could help with the prediction of treatment outcomes, some research has
utilized manual transcript scoring methods, such as the Core Conflictual Relationship Theme
(CCRT; Luborksy, 1998), to investigate factors related to treatment response (e.g., Hegarty et
al., 2020). However, manual scoring of transcripts is very time consuming and effortful. In
future, one potential opportunity afforded by NLP methods could be the semi-automation of
manual scoring methods, such as the CCRT, through computerization of such methods.
Although this approach would require careful consideration to ensure clinical validity, a
significant benefit would be the relative ease via which computerized scoring would permit
analysis of large-scale data.
Furthermore, the client-therapist relationship represents a particularly salient area to
explore given its strong association in predicting psychotherapy outcomes (Flückiger et al.,
2018; Wampold et al., 2015). Specifically, language can be used to explore and describe
therapeutic alliance through various NLP techniques. One possible technique involves
observing similarities in the language style (the way in which words are used and sentences
are structured) between the client (e.g., person with personality disorder) and therapist. A
language style matching (LSM) score can be quantified to empirically measure this (Gonzales
et al., 2010), as can several other NLP techniques, such as conversation-level syntax
similarity metric (CASSIM; Boghrati et al., 2018). Importantly, language style similarities
are thought to map on to the interpersonal coordination of psychological states (Ireland &
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Pennebaker, 2010). Thus, measuring the matching of language styles between a client and
their therapist should be insightful regarding their psychological connectedness and rapport.
To illustrate the potential to use language to measure client-therapist alliance, one
study found that higher LSM between the therapist and client at the start of therapeutic
treatment predicted greater therapeutic rapport (Borelli et al., 2019). Additionally, machine
learning models built on linguistic features from psychotherapy sessions have been found to
have modest accuracy in predicting therapeutic alliance (Goldberg et al., 2020). The ability to
implicitly predict the likelihood of a therapeutic alliance forming should help to guide future
directions in therapy practice. For example, one could imagine the potential for using
language to elucidate client-therapist dyadic interactions at a very early stage in therapy and
use this insight to make therapeutic recommendations that will enhance treatment outcomes.
The examples presented illustrate how the analysis of language can be used to guide
and improve the treatment of personality disorder. In relation to this, a recent article by
Goldberg and colleagues (2020) highlights a number of useful practical suggestions and
future recommendations for using machine learning and NLP methods in psychotherapy
research, which are informative for future study of personality disorder. Examples of these
recommendations include using large datasets, having reasonable expectations, and
developing interdisciplinary collaborations across the fields of clinical psychology and
computer and data science in particular. The development of such interdisciplinary
collaborations should improve the likelihood of the implementation of new technologies into
clinical practice, by helping to reduce the barriers between science and practice. Already
there are a small number of studies utilizing machine learning in psychotherapy research
more broadly (e.g., Aafjes-van Doorn et al., 2020), and so the opportunity for studies in
personality disorder populations is a promising area of future research.
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What is the Developmental Trajectory of Personality Disorders?
In addition to debates around how personality disorders should be assessed, classified,
and treated, the developmental trajectory of personality disorders across the lifespan is
another area of complexity in personality disorder literature. Put simply, there is much to
learn about how personality disorders develop and manifest over time. Specifically,
understanding the complexity of gene-environment interactions in both vulnerability and
resilience factors is an important area for further research (Amad et al., 2014; Bulbena-Cabre
et al., 2018; Marceau et al., 2018; Witt et al., 2017). Questions surrounding how personality
disorders manifest over the course of the lifespan have also been debated, primarily due to
mixed findings. For instance, in past decades, the main consensus was that personality
disorders remain relatively stable over time, whereas recent research suggests that personality
disorders have both stable and dynamic aspects (Hopwood & Bleidorn, 2018). Moreover,
there is little knowledge on how personality disorders manifest in later life (Oltmanns &
Balsis, 2011).
Understanding how personality disorders develop and manifest over time is of major
importance, as knowing where personality disorders originate from and at what point they are
likely to cause serious problems would allow for risk factors to be identified that could
inform preventative early interventions. Additionally, knowing how personality disorders are
likely to progress throughout life is of value to determine factors, such as particular stages or
events in life, that may exacerbate or reduce symptoms. This is useful information regarding
the treatment of personality disorders as demographic specific treatment could be provided
based on this knowledge, ensuring that treatment is better tailored to the individual. In line
with this, if it is known when symptoms are likely to be at their worst, this makes it possible
to predict “flare ups”, such as extreme emotional outbursts, which could then be
appropriately targeted in a timely manner.
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Research into the origins and developmental trajectory of personality disorders is
somewhat limited at present (Bulbena-Cabre et al., 2018; Hopwood & Bleidorn, 2018), which
at least partially explains the lack of clarity on these topics. Another contributing factor to the
current lack of consensus on how personality disorders develop stems from the fact that there
are considerable variations in how personality disorders manifest over time between
individuals, suggesting a need for an individualized, person-centred approach (Hicks et al.,
2017). Indeed, an individualized approach is exactly what language analysis methods can
provide. Through exploring people’s language, there is potential to observe the development
and manifestation of personality pathology at an individual level and at a large scale.
How Can Language Analysis Improve Understanding of the Developmental Trajectory of
Personality Disorders?
Analysis of natural language can help to provide insight into the development and
manifestation of personality disorders given that it is possible to identify markers of
psychopathology from language. Research discussed earlier which shown evidence of
reliable linguistic markers of psychological disorders, such as depression (e.g., Edwards &
Holtzman, 2017) and schizophrenia (e.g., Coppersmith et al., 2015), illustrates the possibility
of using language to detect the presence of psychopathology. Accordingly, linguistic markers
of personality pathology could be used, in conjunction with other measures, to help
triangulate the onset and course of personality disorders, and thus what has led up to this
onset.
To illustrate an example of how such methods may be used to better understand the
development of personality disorder, imagine a study which retrospectively measures
longitudinal changes in language patterns of individuals diagnosed with personality disorder
in the years or even decades leading up to their diagnosis, through easily accessible natural
language data, such as social media posts dating back years. If drastic changes in language
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are uncovered, this may point to factors related to the onset of personality disorder symptoms.
Valuably, this would help with the identification of important precursors and risk factors for
personality disorder development and could complement the increasing focus on prevention
and early intervention in the treatment of personality disorder (e.g., Chanen et al., 2017).
Furthermore, the ease of collecting and analyzing large-scale language data makes it
possible to take an individualized approach to observing changes in personality pathology
over the lifespan, which can be done in real-time. Through precise language measurement, it
is possible to observe how underlying psychological and personality processes of personality
disorders change over time using a longitudinal, repeated measures design. The ability to
measure and track the progress of psychological disorders, such as personality disorder,
through language is strongly evidenced by the studies discussed earlier demonstrating the
possibility of using language to measure changes in depression (e.g., Park & Conway, 2017),
suicidal ideation (e.g., De Choudhury et al., 2016), and psychotic symptoms (e.g., Birnbaum
et al., 2019). This indicates the potential of closely studying language patterns of people with
personality disorder across the lifespan, through regular language measurements (e.g., from
diaries), to identify markers of personality disorder symptoms and fluctuations in severity.
Importantly, the ability to measure manifestations of personality pathology at a large-scale
should help to guide treatment on an individual basis and provide an avenue for interventions
aimed at prevention and early intervention.

Challenges and Limitations
In this chapter, we have outlined and provided numerous examples to show how
natural language analysis methods can be used to better understand personality disorder.
However, despite the many exciting possibilities NLP methods bring to the study of
personality disorder, it is important to acknowledge the potential challenges and limitations
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of the application of such methodology in the clinical field. First, it seems necessary to
highlight that language analyses conducted on large, naturalistic datasets often result in small
to moderate effect sizes (Matz et al., 2017). Likewise, many of the NLP research findings
discussed in this chapter consisted of small to moderate effect sizes, which raises questions
about the potential impact and practical relevance of such findings.
Nonetheless, the notion that large-scale linguistic analyses often result in small effect
sizes can be at least partially be explained by the fact that language data analyzed will
typically be naturalistic, meaning that the effects are taking place in the real-world and
outside of carefully-designed experimental settings that are largely under meticulous
researcher control. The real world is messy and full of confounds, but we can be confident
that even when we find a small effect size in such settings, the effect is real and not due to
chance. Moreover, as emphasized by Matz and colleagues (2017), modern big-data analyses
provide psychologists with new opportunities to identify “weak but reliable signals in a
complicated world”. Thus, small effect sizes resulting from big-data analyses can still be
highly meaningful and impactful and provide the opportunity to understand the underlying
psychology and behavior of billions of people from around the world.
Second, many (perhaps most) language-based studies to date are limited by the fact
that they were almost exclusively conducted in the English language. It is therefore unclear
how such findings would translate to other languages. For example, it is not yet known
whether the findings that people with depression use language indicative of more absolutist,
all-or-nothing thinking (Al-Mosaiwi & Johnstone, 2018) and of a higher cognitive load
(Eichstaedt et al., 2018) would be replicated in non-English languages, such as the Russian
language. It would be highly valuable for future research to investigate whether associations
between language and mental health are universally present or language-specific, as this
would have important clinical implications. If such associations are universally present, this
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would mean that there are universal markers of psychopathology that can be incorporated
into clinical practice worldwide. However, if the associations found between language and
mental health in the English language, such as the association between depression and greater
self-focused language, cannot be replicated in other languages, this would contextualise the
findings and ensure more accurate interpretation.
Third, we note the importance of ensuring clinical validity of all psychometrics —
computationally-derived and language-based measures notwithstanding. Given the potential
impact that NLP and other big-data computational methods could have on clinical practice, it
is critical that these methods allow clinical validity to be maintained. Naturally, the
resourceful, easy to access, large-scale nature of NLP methods will greatly appeal to clinical
researchers, particularly when compared to more traditional, resource intensive psychological
research methods. However, it is important that such modern methods are used ethically and
with care by researchers and are informed and guided by clinical expertise and theory.
Computational methods will often be best used in combination traditional methods, rather
than being used alone, such as the use of linguistic features as complementary outcome
measures to assess responses to clinical treatment alongside other traditional outcome
measures (e.g., self-reported well-being). Triangulation of research methods in the study of
personality disorder will allow for the strengths of such methods to be combined, and thus
would generate better and more reliable understanding of personality pathology.
Relatedly, and finally, possibly the most important challenge to using NLP methods to
improve understanding and the care and treatment of personality disorder, and
psychopathology more generally, surrounds overcoming the barriers between science and
clinical practice. This is a particular challenge given the need to consider the clinical validity
of computational research methods, as just discussed, and also given that there has
traditionally been resistance among clinicians to adopt such methods (Goldberg et al., 2020).
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Thus, greater communication and collaboration between scientists and clinicians is essential
for moving forward, in that scientists and clinicians alike would benefit from the sharing of
knowledge and advice and developing mutual understanding. The development of such
collaborations would undoubtably improve the likelihood of the implementation of new
technologies, such as NLP methods, into clinical practice, by helping to reduce the barriers
between science and practice.

Conclusions
Personality disorders are presently some of the most prevalent and high-risk
psychological disorders, yet remain poorly understood. Despite extensive study, there is still
a lack of clarity on some of the most fundamental aspects of personality disorder, such as the
underlying structure and dynamic manifestation over time. Importantly, as evidenced in the
wider fields of personality and psychopathology research, natural language processing
methods have the potential to improve our understanding of personality disorder. At present,
however, there is limited research incorporating language analysis methods in the study
personality disorder. Given that personality pathology lies right at the intersection of
personality psychology and psychopathology, we believe that the study of personality
disorder is abundantly ready for language-based exploration.
In this chapter, we provided illustrative examples of how language analysis can be
used to enhance understanding of personality disorder and address some of the fundamental,
unanswered questions in the personality disorder literature, including the assessment and
classification of personality disorder and developmental trajectory across the lifespan. Such
examples demonstrate how language can provide implicit and unobtrusive insight into
personality and psychological processes underlying personality pathology at a large-scale,
using an individualized approach.
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The growth in sophisticated language analysis methods and powerful statistical
techniques allow rich sources of data in the thriving digital world to be analyzed in ways that
promote new understanding of psychopathologies, including personality pathology.
Crucially, this research direction represents an opportunity to ensure that both empirical
research and clinical practice can reciprocally inform and enhance each other. In order to
move forward, interdisciplinary collaborations across clinical and computational research, as
well as communication and collaboration between empirical research and clinical practice,
are essential. For such promising methods to reach their full potential and have a real-world
impact, it is important that they lead to insights that can directly inform clinical interventions
and approaches. Taken in all, we hope that this chapter will inspire researchers and clinicians
alike to come together and take advantage of the many benefits that the application of natural
language processing methods can bring to personality disorder research and practice.
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Figure 1. The Intersection of Verbal Behavior, Personality, and Psychopathology. To date,
there has been considerable research at the pairwise intersections of Verbal Behavior,
Personality, and Psychopathology, but almost no research that integrates all three domains
(X).
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